
LANDSCAPE REPORT Thurs 11-18-2021 (MSM's 3rd time) WEEK #3 – MSM LANDSCAPING 
 
1.  MSM arrived 6:50am with crew of 3 men, left at 11:15am (4 hrs 20 min) 
 
2.  Finished SOUTHSIDE of Doria from 4849 Doria down to dead end of Doria 
 
3.  DID NOT DO--> Dried weeds along common area along bridge where 3 young trees are 
planted on side of Morgan's house:  he did not do today, says he's waiting til they get more 
dried up so he can just rake them rather than hand picking them would take too long.  So in a 
couple more weeks he said they will rake them. 
 
4.  Started on NORTHSIDE of Doria - finished the first few houses up to the 1st house after the 
bridge (4824 Doria).  Next Thursday they will continue doing NORTHSIDE of Doria (working their 
way up Doria this time from dead end on up towards entrance, instead of starting at entrance 
on down). 
 
5.  Will remove hitch hiker palo verde tree growing in the middle of Dawn Bauman's rosemary 
bush, it's smack-dab in the middle of her bush, Miguel will keep cutting the rosemary until 
there is enough space to remove entire hit-hiker palo verde tree and root.  This will be a 
gradual process in order to save rosemary bush 
 
6. Yellow vest volunteers cleared another large patch of prickly pear cactus and other debris 
and cut suckers from a tree.  IT REALLY LOOKS GREAT!!!   
 
7.  Yellow vest volunteers left a total of 10 piles of debris.  Miguel could only take 5 piles by 
Joanna hammerhead (those were the 4 smaller ones plus 1 large one with cactus).  He will take 
the other 5 piles (by Carolanne hammerhead) next week but only if they're combined into 1 
pile and put 2 feet in from curb)   
 
NOTE: MIGUEL SAID AFTER TODAY HE WANTS DEBRIS PUT IN ONE PILE 2 FEET FROM CURB, 
not in little piles inside common area.  He only hauls our stuff as a courtesy on his way out 
after he's done with his regular work for the day.  If it's in one pile and right by the curb he 
can just pull up his truck and scoop up the pile at one time.   
 
8.  MSM WILL BE WORKING THANKSGIVING next THURS 11-25-2021.  NOTE: Miguel insisted 
they want to come Thursday or it will throw their schedule off  because they do another 
property close by on Thanksgiving too.  Miguel said they do not take holidays off except 
Christmas and New Years Day.   
 
PLEASE TAG ANY PILES OF DEBRIS TO REMOVE FOR NEXT THURSDAY, COMBINE PILES INTO 1 
PILE AND LEAVE 2 FEET FROM CURB.   If anyone needs more orange tags just let me know and I 
will put in bag and hang on your gate.  Any orange tags landscapers remove will be returned to 
the tagger (i will retrieve and put in bag and put on their gate--this is usually Janet but not 
always, sometimes it's another homeowner) 



 
Miguel said they'll be done with all our streets by end of December.  Then they will start on 
Doria wash. 
 


